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Barbara Streisand effect – VTV fraudulantly flags videos

Recently I saw a video on the anonymous youtube channels, it was also posted on
James Kushes blog and Mario Bro blog through them. Anyway VTV managed to file

a fake DMCA to get it removed, then those anonymous kids put it back up, so VTV
went and did again.

The short of the video is this:
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VTV was stating he had evidence that a prominent member of the venus project

design team was whispering into Jacques and Roxannes ear and caused the split
between TZM and TVP, he did this in teamspeak with Thunder and a few other
members present, this was recorded and put into the video. Then a few days he

interviewed Roxanne Meadows on his podcast and she defended this member and
said he had nothing to do with it, VTV then said that TZM members should stop
spreading hysteria and talking about this matter as if they knew it to be true, when it

wasnt.

So he basically lied about having evidence, and lied about him being involved in the
initial rumour mill and witch hunt for this person.

Luckily I have a copy of the video I downloaded from the anonymous channel if you
want a copy to check out here it is available to download:

http://www.sendspace.com/file/7q4a4v

http://web.archive.org/web/20120818031009/http://www.sendspace.com/file/7q4a4v
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Also if you want to host it on your youtube channels or put it online other places feel
free.

I have downloaded a lot of the anonymous videos from their channels, as well as
been sent download links to my email from them, due to them getting censorship

attacks and shit from TZM/TVP cult members. If anyone wants access to them just
shout I will get you a link for them.

Also the video has been mirrored by other people on youtube, Anonymous have
publicly stated that those of you out there who feel these so called leaders of the
cult are putting themselves beyond reproach, and using false censorship tactics to
hide their errors and lies should likewise promote their information and mass
produce, mirror and copy their files everywhere.

This is all part of VTV’s plan to take over TZM and backstab other members who get
positions of power he wanted.
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Anyone who wishes to file a counter claim via youtube against this fat shithead go
for it through this form here:

http://www.google.com/support/youtube/bin/request.py?hl=en-
GB&contact_type=copyright_counternotice

It asks for your account details and private data, which is likely why a lot of people
do not file counter claims, as it reveals their information to the person filing the
DMCA.

~ by anticultist on April 27, 2011.
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1. What will happen if VTV takes over is that a lot of members will leave but those who remain will be the most extreme members
and the most likely to bow to his will.

Jason Bright said this on May 3, 2011 at 5:37 pm | Reply
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